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Children with special health care needs are twice as likely to have
dental problems. This fact sheet offers great tips for parents to keep
their children’s mouths healthy! #SmileWell http://bit.ly/2DAW2q9
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Do you have a child with Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD)? This
dental guide from @autismspeaks gives great tips and guidance on
how to begin a lifetime of good oral care. #Autism #SmileWell
http://bit.ly/2ncQ6Nf
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A dental visit is a new experience. Preparing your child can be one
of the best ways to make them feel comfortable in a new place!
These helpful tips are the first step towards a healthy visit.
#SmileWell http://bit.ly/2EcRTtw
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There are several ways to position a child with disabilities for
brushing their teeth. Work with your child’s dental health
professional to find the most comfortable position for your child.
#SmileWell http://bit.ly/2DI5qML
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Learning to care for someone else’s teeth can be challenging. This
dental care caregiver’s guide will help you find the best way to help
your child have a healthy mouth. #SmileWell http://bit.ly/2DNk9Fs
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Did you know that treating tooth decay in baby teeth is just as
important as treating it in adult teeth? If tooth decay is not treated,
a child can have pain, trouble sleeping, behavior problems, or
difficulty concentrating. Learn about the importance of continuous
dental care! http://bit.ly/2ndtnQV
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Did you know that drinking excessive amounts of juice is associated
with tooth decay? Check out these juice recommendations from
@AmerAcadPeds and help prevent tooth decay in your child!
#SmileWell http://bit.ly/2nf88yt
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